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QUESTION 1

"Upon receiving her meticulously corrected essay, Melanie decided that her teacher\\'s teaching style was far too
pedantic." 

Using context clues in the sentence, determine the meaning of the word pedantic. 

A. prone to focusing on small, potentially insignificant errors or details 

B. excessively generous or free in correction 

C. given to flights of fancy and whimsy 

D. prone to incorrectly identifying errors 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

When a European wanted to dance in the moon the American said he will try reaching further planets. 

A. When a European wanted to dance in the moon the American said 

B. When the European wanted to dance in the moon the American said 

C. When the European wanted to dance in the moon American said 

D. When a European wanted to dance in the moon an American said 

E. When the European wanted to dance in the moon an American said 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Some of the perpetrators even foul mouth the voters and asked them to leave. 

A. even may be foulmouthed the voters and asked them to leave. 

B. even foulmouthed the voters and asked them to leave. 

C. even foul mouths the voters and asked them to leave. 

D. even will foul mouth the voters and asked them to leave. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Instead of focusing on your agitation, try paying attention to the underlying problem and resolving it. These could be an
effective way to use anger positively. 

A. These could be an effective way to use anger positively 

B. This could be an effective way to use anger positively 

C. Those could be an effective way to use anger positively 

D. That could be an effective way to use anger positively 

E. Which could be an effective way to use anger positively 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of these words becomes an irregular plural? 

A. mouse 

B. elephant 

C. lounge 

D. chair 

Correct Answer: A 
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